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Origin Storage 100Base-LX SFP for FE Port Cisco Compatible (2-3
Day Lead Time)

Brand : Origin Storage Product code: GLC-FE-100LX-OS

Product name : 100Base-LX SFP for FE Port Cisco
Compatible (2-3 Day Lead Time)

- HIGH QUALITY SOLUTIONS - Through extensive qualification and testing, we utilize only the highest
quality components to ensure our solutions meet the demands of your rigorous technology
environments.
- 100% COMPATIBLE - With over 100 systems in our testing environment we are able to confirm that our
products will be seamlessly recognized within any network.
- EXTENSIVE PRODUCT LINE - Our solutions cover over 70 manufacturing brands, include over 20,000
items, and span decades of technology. We supply options for almost every Optic, Cable, and Memory
need.
100Base-LX SFP for FE Port Cisco Compatible

Origin Storage 100Base-LX SFP for FE Port Cisco Compatible (2-3 Day Lead Time):

Origin Storage have a wide range of networking products including Transceivers, Network Switches,
Routers & Access Points and 4G Dongles. We have partnered with D-Link and GigaTech Products to
provide high quality solutions and expert technical advice while guaranteeing full OEM compatibility.

Performance

SFP transceiver type * Fiber optic
Maximum data transfer rate * 100 Mbit/s
Interface type * SFP
Single-mode fiber (SMF) supported
Multi-mode fiber (MMF) supported
Fiber optic connector LC
Maximum transfer distance 15000 m
Wavelength 1310 nm

Features

Country of origin China
Brand compatibility Cisco

Operational conditions

Maximum operating temperature 70 °C
Operating temperature (T-T) 0 - 70 °C
Operating relative humidity (H-H) 0 - 85%
Storage relative humidity (H-H) 0 - 85%
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